Carbon Dots, Unconventional Preparation Strategies, and Applications Beyond Photoluminescence.
Carbon dots (C-dots) are generally separated into graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and carbon nanodots (CNDs) based on their respective top-down and bottom-up preparation processes. However, GQDs can be prepared by carbonization of small-molecule precursors as revealed with unconventional preparation strategies. Thus, it is their structures rather than their precursors and preparation strategy that govern whether C-dots are GQDs or CNDs. Here, the composites, structure, and electronic properties of C-dots are discussed. C-dots generally consist of a graphite-like core and amorphous oxygen-containing shell. When graphite becomes C-dots, its conduction and valence bands are separated, and the quantum confinement effect appears. Combined with the light-harvesting ability inherited from graphite, electrons in the core of C-dots are transferred from conduction to valence bands, leading to electron-hole pair formation upon light excitation. The photoexcitation activities, such as photovoltaic conversion, photocatalysis, and photodynamic therapy, are influenced by the electronic properties of the core. Different to the semiconductor properties of core, the C-dot shell is electrochemically active, leading to electrochemiluminescence (ECL). The oxygen-containing groups in shell can conjugate to functional species for use in imaging and therapy. The applications of C-dots beyond photoluminescence, including ECL, solar photovoltaics, photocatalysis, and theranostics, are reviewed.